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Abstract 
 
The string background AdS7XS4 is adopted and the early universe is modeled in the eleven dimensional 
SUGRA theory that is dual to this background. Specifically the ground state of the vacuum is associated with 
an arbitrary distribution of closed, spin-2 strings, and excited states are modeled as geometric combinations 
of individual strings. Combinations or combining iterations are, by hypothesis, admissible or geometric if 
each iteration intrinsically incorporates the metrical scale that is assigned to the individual spin-2 string. It is 
demonstrated that a generalization of this process, if appropriately calibrated, establishes theoretical fer-
mionic masses that correspond approximately to observed values. The proposed model also predicts a new 

quark of mass 230 GeV cM  . 
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1. Introduction 
 
A model was proposed in 2008 [1] that is based upon 
AdS/CFT correspondence [2] and upon the string back-
ground AdS7XS4 [3]. The 2008 model is specifically-
founded upon Osp(1/4) pure super-gravity, which is re-
garded as dual to AdS7XS4. The Lagrangian density 

5gR e 
             (1) 

which is basic to pure super-gravity involves the super-
Poincare algebra 
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where the generators MA are 
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The 
a

 generate the translation group, the –iMab con-
stitute the adjoint representation of the Lorentz group 
and the   are components of the SUSY generator. 
The  describe all connection fields: 
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which transform under Osp (1/4) as [4] 
A A B C

BCf      (5) 

The model that was proposed in 2008 postulates that 
SUGRA interactions involve net absorptions of spin-2 
action by the super-gravitationally interacting vacuum 

and that each absorption of action beyond a critical 
threshold results in an increment of 4-curvature that 
seeks the gravitational equilibrium or Friedman flatness 
that results from inflation. By hypothesis, each inflation 
event is associated with a class of gauge transformations 
that is intrinsic to local super-symmetry: 

   exp expA A B C
BCi i f dx

   .  (6) 

Moreover it is required that gauge transformations be 
restricted to those that preserve gauge (as in London’s 
extension of the Weyl theory [5,6]): 

   exp exp 2a B C
BCi f dx iN

      (7) 

where N = 1,2,3,… It is argued that gauge transforma-
tions that are so restricted preserve maximal Riemannian 
symmetry. Thus it is concluded that the galactic hierar-
chy as modeled is restricted to stationary super-gravita- 
tional states that are states of maximal Riemannian 
symmetry. The 2008 model is calibrated in terms of a 
large scale boundary condition that is established by ob-
servation and in this context indicates a theoretical num-
ber of galaxies (about 3.6 × 1011) which is roughly equal 
to that established by observation. 

The model that is now proposed attempts to comple-
ment the 2008 model with a more detailed hypothesis. 
The absorptions of spin-2 action that are discussed in the 
earlier model are now identified with classes of geomet-
ric combinations which, by hypothesis, occur to arbitrary 
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distributions of spin-2 elements. 
 
2. Geometric Combinations as Stationary 

SUGRA States 
 
The proposed hypothesis identifies spin-2 elements as 
closed, spin-2 strings and adopts the metrical scale, S, on 
each individual string: 

0

S

d S  .  (8) 

The ground state of the vacuum is identified with arbi-
trary distributions of the postulated strings and excited 
states are associated with geometric combinations of 
closed, spin-2 strings. A combination or combining itera-
tion is, by hypothesis, admissible or geometric if that 
iteration intrinsically incorporates the metrical scale that 
is assigned to the individual spin-2 string: 
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It is argued that a generalization of the combination (9) 
produces N admissible combining iterations: 

0 0 !

S S NS
d d
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N = 1,2,3,… It will now be argued that the iterations de-
scribed by (10), if appropriately calibrated, approximate 
the spectrum of fermionic masses. 
 
3. Calibration of the Proposed Model 
 
The states that are modeled by (10) are interpreted as 
excited vacuum states in a SUGRA GUT theory; i.e. as 
excited spin-2 states that participate in SUGRA GUT 
interactions. It is assumed that SUGRA GUT interactions 
involve only quark-lepton (and lepton-quark) transitions; 
e.g. it is assumed that SUGRA GUT interactions pre-
serve I3 and generation.  Accordingly the expression (10) 
is calibrated in terms of the most massive composite state 
that reflects these specifications: 

L LT  


R , (11) 

where L  represents an LH field of spin-2, where  

is an LH top quark and where  is an RH  

LT

R


anti-tauon’s neutrino. Specifically the calibration of (10) 
will adopt the metric S = [180(GeV/c2)]1/6 on the indi-
vidual closed, spin-2 string, so that (10) becomes 

 
6 2

2(180) /
0.25 GeV c

6! 6!

S GeV c
    (12) 

or 

    2 26! 0.25 GeV c 180 GeV c .  (13) 

It is argued that simultaneous divisions of the sides of 
(13) by the indicated integers: 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2 represent 
additional geometrically admissible increments of vac-
uum excitation. Specifically the division of (13) by six 
produces 

       2 25 4 3 2 0.25 Gev c 30 GeV c ,  (14) 

which is identified as the approximate mass of a spin-2 
state that has not been observed. Expression (14) is in-
terpreted as the composite spin-2 state: 7L L R  , where 
“7” represents a new quark and R  is an RH anti- 
muon. Thus the proposed model predicts a new  quark 
of mass 230 GeV cM   (thereby exposing the pro-
posed model to experimental falsification). 

      2 24 3 2 0.25 GeV c 6 Gev c ,  (15) 

Both sides of (14) are now divided by five to produce 

     2 23 2 0.25 GeV c 1.5 GeV c ,  (16) 

which is interpreted as the approximate mass of a com-
posite spin-2 state  or RLLB  LLRB  , where BL is 
an LH bottom quark (a mass of about 4.3 GeV/c2), where 

RB  is an RH anti-bottom, where  is an LH tauon 
and where  is an RH anti-tauon (a mass of about 1.7 
GeV/c2). Continuing, both sides of (15) are divided by 
four to produce 

L


R


    2 22 0.25 GeV c 0.5 GeV c ,  (17) 

which is interpreted as the approximate mass of a com-
posite spin-2 field  or LLR eS  RLL eS   where R  
and 

S

LS  respectively represent the RH strange quark and 
the LH anti-strange and where  and  respec-
tively represent the RH electron and the LH anti-electron. 
Finally, both sides of (17) are divided by two to produce 

Re
Le

   
2

20.5 GeV c
0.25 GeV c

2
 ,  (18) 

which is interpreted as the approximate mass of the 
quark-lepton pair that is obtained from the averaging of 
those I3 states that contain the (almost equally massive) 
up quark and down quark. The masses that are indicated 
by expressions (14) through (18) are approximately equal 
to those determined by observation [7,8]. 

The averaging of the two lepto-quark states that in-
clude the up quark and down quark (producing the mass 
(18)) clearly results in a state for which I3 = 0. Thus the 
existence (and averaging) of an equal number of lepto- 
quark states for which I3 = +1/2 and I3 = –1/2 admits a 
context in which expressions (13) through (18) can be 
regarded as a partial or partially broken symmetry of 
quantized increments of mass scale that preserve metrical 
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scale. The former can be depicted as increments of rota-
tion and the latter as a constant radius of the partially 
broken symmetry (see Figure 1). 

By the preceding discussion each vertex of Figure 1 
associates with a spin-2 composite. By super-symmetry, 
there is a second symmetry, also consisting of six verti-
ces, which is isomorphic to the Figure 1 symmetry. The 
vertices of this second symmetry are regarded as repre-
senting spin-(3/2) super-partners of the spin-2 compos-
ites that are associated with the Figure 1 vertices. Su-
per-partners that are characterized by a common value of 
I3 and by a common generation are interpreted as consti-
tuting a stationary super-gravitational state. Thus I3 and 
generation (as well as super-symmetry) are preserved by 
super-gravitational interactions which occur among su-
per-partners that constitute a stationary super-gravita- 
tional state. Such interactions are exemplified by the fol-
lowing (see Figure 2). 

The notation  represents a left-handed electron, 
 represents an RH anti-electron and  is an LH 

down quark. 

Le

Re
LD

 
4. Conclusions 
 
Traditionally it has been difficult to compare models 
based upon string backgrounds and dual field theories 
with physical reality. However the model that was pro-
posed by this author in 2008, in which multiple inflation 
events are identified with gauge preserving phase trans- 
formations on SUGRA connections appears to provide a 
 

 

Figure 1. Broken lepto-quark symmetry. 

 

Figure 2. A first order model of SUGRA GUT interactions. 
 
credible model of large scale structure. Specifically this 
model is calibrated in terms of a large scale boundary 
condition that is established by observation and in this 
context indicates a theoretical number of galaxies (about 
3.6 × 1011) which is roughly equal to that established by 
observation. 

The model that is now proposed complements the 
above described large scale model by appropriating scale 
preservation in the micro-domain. This model introduces 
scale preserving combinations that occur to arbitrary 
distributions of spin-2 elements, which are identified as 
closed spin-2 strings. Combinations are, by hypothesis, 
admissible or geometric if each combining iteration in-
trinsically incorporates the metrical scale of the previous 
iteration (this is the metrical scale that is initially as-
signed to the individual spin-2 string). It is shown that 
generalizations of this process, if appropriately calibrated, 
establish theoretical mass scales that approximate the 
masses of known lepto-quark states and predict a new 
quark of mass M 30 GeV/c2. Again therefore, physi-
cal structure is derived from a model that is based upon a 
string background and super-gravity. 

It appears that the events described by expression (10) 
cumulatively absorb one dimension for each value of the 
quantum number N. Thus additional research is needed 
to determine the topological and geometric properties of 
the internal manifold K6 which is indicated by this com-
pactification (which may indicate possibilities for gener-
alization). Some insights may emerge from the following 
observations: Since the initially adopted SUGRA model 
is characterized by N = 1 super-symmetry and since the 
manifold M4 is (by the author’s 2008 model) maximally 
symmetric, it appears that the internal manifold K6 is 
Ricci flat. Secondly, a holonomy group may be consti-
tuted by a more general category of SUGRA interactions 
that do not necessarily conserve I3 and generation but do 
conserve super-symmetry. If the proposed, super-sym- 
metric versions of the Figure 1 symmetry are regarded 
as a single symmetry, then the appropriated, general 
category of interactions provides mechanisms of transi-
tion from one vertex to another. In this general context, 
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SUGRA interactions that are restricted to stationary 
SUGRA states cumulatively constitute an identity opera-
tion. Moreover, it can be established that preservation of 
super-symmetry by interactions that transcend vertices 
requires a triplet holonomy. These topological and geo-
metric specifications approximate the topology and ge-
ometry of a popular compactification scheme in terms of 
the proposed model. In this more general context higher 
order diagrams (integrals) may provide a more precise 
description of fermionic masses. 
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